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Abstract—We show that the well-known König’s Min-Max
Theorem (KMM), a fundamental result in combinatorial matri x
theory, can be proven in the first order theoryLA with induction
restricted to Σ

B
1 formulas. This is an improvement over the

standard textbook proof of KMM which requires Π
B
2 induction,

and hence does not yield feasible proofs — while our new
approach does.LA is a weak theory that essentially captures
the ring properties of matrices; however, equipped with Σ

B
1

induction LA is capable of proving KMM, and a host of other
combinatorial properties such as Menger’s, Hall’s and Dilworth’s
Theorems. Therefore, our result formalizes Min-Max type of
reasoning within a feasible framework.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In this paper we are concerned with the complexity of
formalizing reasoning about combinatorial matrix theory.We
are interested in the strength of the bounded arithmetic theories
necessary in order to prove the fundamental results of this
field. We show, by introducing new proof techniques, that
the logical theoryLA with induction restricted to bounded
existential matrix quantification is sufficient to formalize a
large portion of combinatorial matrix theory.

Perhaps the most famous theorem in combinatorial matrix
theory is the König’s Mini-Max Theorem (KMM) which
arises naturally in all areas of combinatorial algorithms —
for example “network flows” with “min-cut max-flow” type
of reasoning. See [1], [2] for the original papers introducing
KMM, and see [3] for recent work related to formalizing
proof of correctness of the Hungarian algorithm, which is an
algorithm based on KMM. As far as we know, we give the
first feasible proof of KMM.

As KMM is a cornerstone result, it has several counter-
parts in related areas of mathematics: Menger’s Theorem,
counting disjoint paths; Hall’s Theorem, giving necessaryand
sufficient conditions for the existence of a “system of distinct
representatives” of a collection of sets; Dilworth’s Theorem,
counting the number of disjoint chains in a poset, etc. We
note that we actually show the equivalence of KMM with a
restrictedversion of Menger’s Theorem.

We show that KMM can be proven feasibly (Theorem 1),
and we do so with a new proof of KMM that relies on
introducing a new notion (Definition 3). Furthermore, we
show that the theorems related to KMM, and listed in the
above paragraph, can also be proven feasibly; in fact, all these
theorems are equivalent to KMM, and the equivalence can be

shown inLA (Theorem 9). We believe that this captures the
proof complexity of Min-Max reasoning.

Our results show that Min-Max reasoning can be formalized
with uniform Extended Frege. It would be very interesting to
know whether the techniques recently introduced by [4] could
bring the complexity further down to quasi-polynomial Frege.

II. BACKGROUND

KMM states the following: LetA be a matrix of sizen×m
with entries in{0, 1}, what we sometimes call a 0-1 matrix.
A line of A is an entire row or column ofA; given an entry
Aij of A (when givingLA formulas we shall denote such an
entry withA(i, j)), we say that a linecoversthat entry if this
line is either rowi or columnj. Then, the minimal number of
lines inA that cover all of the 1s inA is equal to the maximal
number of 1s inA with no two of the 1s on the same line.
Note that KMM is stated forn×m matrices, but for simplicity
we shall state it forn × n (i.e., square) matrices; of course,
all results given in this paper hold for both.

See [5, pg. 6] for a classical discussion and proof of KMM
(and note that the proof relies, implicitly, on aΠB

2 type of
induction).

We give a feasible proof of KMM in the logical theory
LA defined in [6]. By restricting the induction to be overΣB

1

formulas, that is formulas whose prenex form consists of a
block of bounded existential matrix quantifiers — and no other
matrix quantifiers — we manage to prove KMM in a fragment
of LA called∃LA. While the matrices in the statements of the
theorems have{0, 1} entries, we assume that the underlying
ring isZ, the set of integers. We require the integers as one of
our fundamental operations will be counting the number of 1s
in a 0-1 matrix, i.e., computingΣA, the sum of all the entries
of A.

The background forLA is given in a one-page Appendix
at the end of the paper, but the interested reader can read the
full treatment in [6]. We shall leave routine details of proofs
to the reader, in the interest of space.

The main contribution of this paper is to show that KMM
can be proven in the theory∃LA which implies that it can be
proven feasibly. We mention here an important observation of
Jeřábek from [7, pg. 44]:∃LA does not necessarily translate
into a polytime proof system (e.g., extended Frege) when the
matrices are overZ. However, if we restrict the quantified
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matrices to be over{0, 1}, which is what we do in our proofs,
it readily translates into extended Frege.

We use|A| ≤ n to abbreviater(A) ≤ n ∧ c(A) ≤ n, that
is, the number of rows ofA is bounded byn, and the number
of columns ofA is bounded byn. We let (∃A ≤ n)α —
resp.(∀A ≤ n)α — abbreviate(∃A)[|A| ≤ n ∧ α] — resp.
(∀A)[|A| ≤ n → α]. These arebounded matrix quantifiers.

Note thatLA allows for reasoning with arbitrary quantifi-
cation; however, inLA we only allow induction over formulas
without matrix quantification. On the other hand, in∃LA
we allow induction over so calledΣB

1 formulas. These are
formulas, which when presented in prenex form, contain a
single block of bounded existential matrix quantifiers. The
set of formulasΠB

1 is defined similarly, except the block of
quantifiers is universal.

In general,ΣB
i is the set of formulas which, when presented

in prenex form, start with a block of bounded existential matrix
quantifiers, followed by a block of bounded universal matrix
quantifiers, with i such alternating blocks. The setΠB

i is
the same, except it starts with a block of universal matrix
quantifiers.

The main contribution of our paper can now be stated more
precisely: following König’s original proof of KMM, which
is also the standard presentation of the proof in the literature
(see the seminal work in the field [5, pg. 6]) one can construct
a proof withΠB

2 induction, which does not yield translations
into extended Frege proofs. On the other hand, we are able
to give a proof that uses onlyΣB

1 induction, which do yield
extended Frege proofs, and thereby a feasible proof of KMM.
Our insight is that while we are doing induction over the size
of matrices, we can pre-arrange our matrices in a way that
lowers the complexity of the induction. This is accomplished
with the procedure outlined in the Definition 3 — the diagonal
property for matrices — and the subsequent proof of Claim 4.

We show how to express the concepts necessary to state
KMM in the languageLLA. First, we say that the matrixα
is a coverof a matrixA with the predicate:

Cover(A,α) :=

∀i, j ≤ r(A)(A(i, j) = 1 → α(1, i) = 1 ∨ α(2, j) = 1)
(1)

We allow some leeway with notation:∀i, j ≤ r(A) is of course
(∀i ≤ r(A))(∀j ≤ r(A)). The matrixα keeps track of the
lines that coverA; it does so with two rows: the top row
keeps track of the horizontal lines, and the bottom row keeps
track of the vertical line. The condition ensures that any 1 in
A is covered by some line stipulated inα.

The next predicate expresses that the matrixβ is a selection
of 1s ofA so that no two of these lines are on the same line.
Thus,β can be seen as a “subset” of a permutation matrix;
that is, eachβ is obtained from some permutation matrix by
deleting some (possibly none) of the 1s. We say thatβ is a
selectionof A, and it is given with the following formula:

Select(A, β) := ∀i, j ≤ r(A)((β(i, j) = 1 → A(i, j) = 1)

∧∀k ≤ r(A)(β(i, j) = 1 → β(i, k) = 0 ∧ β(k, j) = 0))
(2)

We are interested in a minimum cover (as few 1s inα
as possible) and a maximum selection (as many 1s inβ as
possible). The following two predicates express thatα is a
minimum cover andβ a maximum selection.

MinCover(A,α) := (3)

Cover(A,α) ∧ ∀α′ ≤ c(α)(Cover(A,α′) → Σα′ ≥ Σα)

MaxSelect(A, β) := (4)

Select(A, β) ∧ ∀β′ ≤ r(β)(Select(A, β′) → Σβ′ ≤ Σβ)

Clearly MinCover and MaxSelect are ΠB
1 formulas. We

can now state KMM in the language ofLLA as follows:

MinCover(A,α) ∧MaxSelect(A, β) → Σα = Σβ (5)

Note that (5) is aΣB
1 formula. The reason is that in

prenex form, the universal matrix quantifiers inMinCover
and MaxSelect become existential as we pull them out of
the implication; they are also bounded.

Let KMM(A, n) be the following ΣB
1 formula: it is a

conjunction of the statement thatA is ann×n matrix, which
we abbreviate informally as|A| = n, and which inLLA is
stated asr(A) = n ∧ c(A) = n, and (5) in prenex form:

KMM(A, n) := |A| = n ∧ prenex(5). (6)

Given a matrixA, let lA and oA denote the minimum
number of lines necessary to cover all the 1s ofA, and
the maximum number of 1s no two on the same line, re-
spectively. (Of course, König’s theorem says that for allA,
lA = oA.) In terms of the definitions just given, we have
that lA = Σα whereMinCover(A,α), andoA = Σβ where
MaxSelect(A, β).

Finally, the fact thatP is a permutation matrix can be stated
easily with a predicate free of matrix quantification; see, for
example, [8].

III. T HE MAIN RESULT

With the basic machinery in place, we can now prove the
main Theorem of the paper.

Theorem 1:∃LA ⊢ KMM.
What this Theorem says is thatKMM can be shown inLA

with ΣB
1 induction, and thus in uniform extended Frege, which

in turn means feasibly. The rest of this section consists in a
proof of this theorem.

Some of the intermediate results can be shown with just
LA induction (i.e., induction over formulas without matrix
quantifiers, that is, over formulas inΣB

0 = ΠB
0 ). We use the

weaker theory whenever possible.
Lemma 2:Given a matrixA, and given any permutation

matrix P , we have
• LA ⊢ lPA = lAP = lA
• LA ⊢ oPA = oAP = oA

That is, these four equalities can be proven inLA, i.e., with
induction restricted to formulas without matrix quantifiers.

Proof: LA shows that if we reorder the rows or columns
(or both) of a given matrixA, then the new matrix, call itA′,
whereA′ = PA or A′ = AP , has the same size minimum



cover and the same size maximum selection. Of course, we
can reorder both rows and columns by applying the statement
twice: A′ = PA andA′′ = A′Q = PAQ.

The first thing that we need to show is that:

• LA ⊢ Cover(A,α) → Cover(A′, α′)
• LA ⊢ Select(A, β) → Select(A′, β′)

whereA′ is defined as in the above paragraph, andα′ is the
same asα, except the first row ofα is now reordered by
the same permutationP that multipliedA on the left (and
the second row ofα is reordered ifP multiplied A on the
right). The matrixβ is even easier to compute, asβ′ = Pβ if
A′ = PA, andβ′ = βP if A′ = AP . It follows from P being
a permutation matrix thatΣα = Σα′ andΣβ = Σβ′: we can
show byLA induction on the size of matrices that ifX ′ is
the result of rearrangingX (i.e.,X ′ = PXQ, whereP,Q are
permutation matrices), thenΣX = ΣX ′. We do so first on
X consisting of a single row, by induction on the length of
the row. Then we take the single row as the basis case for
induction over the number of rows of a generalX .

It is clear that givenA′, the coverα′ has been adjusted
appropriately; same for the selectionβ′. We can prove it
formally in LA by contradiction: suppose some 1 inA′ is not
covered inα′; then the same 1 inA would not be covered by
α. For the selections, note that reordering rows and/or columns
we maintain the property of being a selection: we can again
prove this formally inLA by contradiction: ifβ′ has two 1s
on the same line, then so wouldβ.

The next thing to show is that

• LA ⊢ MinCover(A,α) → MinCover(A′, α′)
• LA ⊢ MaxSelect(A, β) → MaxSelect(A′, β′)

and the reasoning that accomplishes this is by contradiction.
As permuting only reorders the matrices (it does not add or
take away 1s), if the right-hand side does not hold, we would
get that the left-hand side does not hold by applying the inverse
of the permutation matrix.

All these arguments can be easily formalized inLA, and
we leave the details to the reader.

The next definition is a key concept in theΣB
1 proof of

KMM.
Definition 3: We say that ann× n matrix over{0, 1} has

the diagonal propertyif for each diagonal entry(i, i) of A,
eitherAii = 1, or (∀j ≥ i)[Aij = 0 ∧ Aji = 0].

Claim 4: Given any matrixA, ∃LA proves that there exist
permutation matricesP,Q such thatPAQ has the diagonal
property.

Proof: We constructP,Q inductively onn = |A|. Let the
i-th layer ofA consist of the following entries ofA: Aij , for
j = i, . . . , n andAji for j = i+1, . . . , n. Thus, the first layer
consists of the first row and column ofA, and then-th layer
(also the last layer), is justAnn. We transformA by layers,
i = 1, 2, 3, . . .. At step i, let A′ be the result of having dealt
already with the firsti− 1 layers. IfA′

ii = 1 move to the next
layer,i+1. Otherwise, find a1 in layer i of A′. If there is no
1, also move on to the next layer,i+1. If there is a 1, permute
it from positionAij′ , j′ ∈ {i, . . . , n} to A′

ii, or from position

Aj′i, j′ ∈ {i + 1, . . . , n}. Note that such a permutation does
not disturb the work done in the previous layers; that is, if
A′

kk, k < i, was a 1, it continues being a 1, and if it was not
a 1, then there are no 1s in layerk of A′.

It is Claim 4 that allows us to bring down the complexity
of the proof of KMM from ΠB

2 to ΣB
1 . As we shall see,

by transformingA into A′, so thatA′ = PAQ whereP,Q
are permutation matrices andA′ has the diagonal form, we
can prove KMM for A′ with just ΣB

1 induction, and then
by Lemma 2 we obtain an∃LA proof of KMM for A. All
of this is made precise in the following Lemma; recall that
KMM(A, n) is defined in (6).

Lemma 5:∃LA ⊢ ∀nKMM(A, n).
We are going to prove Lemma 5 by induction onn,

breaking it down into Claims 6 and 7. Once we have that
∀nKMM(A, n), we replacen with |A|, and obtain an∃LA
proof of (5), and thereby a proof of Theorem 1.

From Claims 2 and 4 we know that it is sufficient to prove
Lemma 5 for appropriatePAQ, which ensures the diagonal
property spelled out in Claim 4. Thus, in order to simplify
notation, we assume that ourA is the result of applying the
permutations; i.e.,A has the diagonal property.

Claim 6: LA ⊢ oA ≤ lA.
Proof: Given a covering ofA consisting oflA lines, we

know that every 1 we pick for a maximal selection of 1s has
to be on one of the lines of the covering. We also know that
we cannot pick more than one 1 from each line. Thus, the
number of lines in the covering provide an upper bound on
the size of such selection, giving usoA ≤ lA.

We can formalize this argument inLA as follows: letA′

be a matrix whose rows represent thelA lines of a covering,
and whose columns represent theoA 1s no two on the same
line. Let A′(i, j) = 1 ⇐⇒ the line labeled withi covers
the 1 labeled withj. Then,

oA = c(A′) ≤ ΣA′ (∗)

= Σi(Σλpq〈1, c(A
′), A′(i, q)〉) (∗∗)

≤ Σi1 = r(A′) = lA,

where the inequality in the line labeled by(∗) can be shown
by induction on the number of columns of a matrix which has
the condition that each column contains at least one 1; and the
equality labeled with(∗∗) follows from the fact that we can
add all the entries in a matrix by rows (andA′ is such that
each row contains at most one 1).

We briefly discuss the implications of Claim 6 for the
provability of variants of the pigeonhole principle (PHP) in
LA in Section VI.

As Claim 6 shows,LA is sufficient to proveoA ≤ lA; on
the other hand, we seem to require the stronger theory∃LA
(which is LA with induction overΣB

1 formulas) in order to
prove the other direction of the inequality.

Claim 7: ∃LA ⊢ oA ≥ lA.
Proof: By induction onn = |A|. We assume throughout

the proof that the matrix has the diagonal property (see



Definition 3). Let

A =









a R

S M









, (7)

wherea is the top-left entry, andM the principal sub-matrix
of A, andR (resp.S) is 1× (n− 1) (resp.(n− 1)× 1). From
the diagonal property we know that one of the following two
cases is true:

Case 1.a = 1
Case 2.a,R, S consist entirely of zeros
In the second case,oA ≥ lA follows directly from the

induction hypothesis,oM ≥ lM , as oA = oM ≥ lM = lA.
Thus, it is the first case,a = 1, that is interesting. The first
case, in turn, can be broken up into two subcases:lM = n−1
and lM < n− 1.

Subcase (1-a)lM = n− 1
By induction hypothesis,oM ≥ lM = n− 1. We also have

that a = 1, anda is in position(1, 1), and hence no matter
what subset of 1s is selected fromM , none of them lie on the
same line asa. Therefore,oA ≥ oM + 1. SinceoM ≥ n− 1,
oA ≥ n, and since we canalwayscoverA with n lines, we
have thatn ≥ lA, and sooA ≥ lA.

Subcase (1-b)lM < n− 1
Consider a covering ofM of size lM < n − 1. We break

this case down into two further sub-subcases, depending on
whether this particular covering has, or has not, the following
property: when all lines of the covering (ofM ) are extended
to the entire matrixA, they cover all the 1s inS, or they cover
all the 1s inR.

For the sake of formalizing the proof inLA, we define the
notion of “extension” more precisely.

Definition 8: Let A andM be as in (7), and letCM be a
set of lines ofM , i.e.,CM consists of rowsi1, i2, . . . , ik, and
columnsj1, j2, . . . , jℓ. Theextensionof CM to CA is simply
the set of rowsi1+1, i2+1, . . . , ik+1, and the set of columns
j1 + 1, j2 + 1, . . . , jℓ + 1.

Sub-subcase (1-b-i)The given covering ofM of size lM ,
when extended to the full matrixA, covers all the 1s inS, or
covers all the 1s inR (or possibly both).

By induction hypothesis,oM = lM , and so we can picklM
1s in M , no two of them on the same line, plusa, to have
a selection of 1s, no two on the same line, of sizelM + 1.
Thus, oA ≥ lM + 1. On the other hand, there is a covering
of A consisting of the lines coveringM (now extended to all
of A), plus the first column ofA (if it was R that was fully
covered by the extension), or the first row ofA (if it was S
that was fully covered by the extension). Note that if both
R,S were fully covered by the extension, just pick arbitrarily
the first row or the first column ofA, as all that matters in
this case is to covera = 1. Therefore,lM + 1 ≥ lA, and so
oA ≥ lA.

Sub-subcase (1-b-ii)The given covering ofM , of sizelM ,
when extended toA, it leaves some 1 inR uncovered, and
some1 in S uncovered.

In that case,oA ≥ oM + 2, where we picked a covering
of M , extended it toA, and picked a selection of 1s of size
oM , no two on the same line, plus a 1 inR uncovered by
the extension, and a 1 inS uncovered by the extension, to
create a selection of 1s inA of size oM + 2, no two on the
same line. On the other hand,lM +2 lines cover all ofA: the
extension of the cover ofM of size lM plus the first row and
first column ofA. ThusoM + 2 = lM + 2 ≥ lA. Altogether,
oA ≥ lA.

This ends the proof of Claim 7.

IV. I NDUCED ALGORITHM

The standard KMM Theorem is stated as an implication
(see (5)), and hence it makes no assertions about the actual
existence of a minimal covering or maximal selection of 1s,
let alone how to compute them. It only says that if they do
exist, they are equal. However, the proof of Lemma 5 suggests
an algorithm for computing both.

Note that computing a minimal cover can be accomplished
in polytime with the well-known Karp-Hopcroft (KH) algo-
rithm (see [9]) as follows: First use the KH algorithm to
compute a “maximal matching,” which in this case is simply
a maximal selection of 1s (when we viewA — in the natural
way — as the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph). In [10],
the authors show how to convert, in linear time, a maximal
selection into a minimal cover.

Certainly the correctness of the algorithms mentioned in
the above paragraph can be shown in∃LA (as it captures
polytime reasoning — see [6]), and so it follows that we
can prove in∃LA the existence of a minimal cover and
maximum selection. Therefore,∃LA can prove something
stronger than (5). Namely, it can not only show thatif we
have a minimal cover and a maximal selection, then they have
the same size, but rather, that therealways existsa minimal
cover and maximal selection, and the two are of equal size.

However, instead of doing the heavy lifting necessary to
formalize the correctness of HK and [10] in∃LA, we present a
new simple polytime algorithm for computing minimal covers
based on the proof of Lemma 5. Note that a similar argument
would show the existence of a polytime algorithm for maximal
selection — we leave that to the reader.

The algorithm works as follows: given a 0-1 matrixA, we
first put A in the diagonal form (see Definition 3). We now
work with A which is assumed to be in diagonal form and
proceed by computing recursivelylM , the size of a minimal
cover ofM , whereM is the principal submatrix ofA. Keeping
in mind the form ofA given by (7), we have the following
cases:

Case 1.If a = 0 (in which caseR,S are also zero, by the
fact thatA has been put in diagonal form), thenlA = lM , and
proceed to compute the minimal coverC of M ; outputC′,
the extension ofC (see Definition 8).

Case 2.If a 6= 0, we first examineR to see if the matrix
M ′, consisting of the columns ofM minus those columns of
M which correspond to 1s inR, has a cover of sizelM −ΣR
(of course, iflM < ΣR, then the answer is “no”).



If the answer is “yes”, compute the minimal cover ofM ′,
CM ′ . Then let CM be the cover ofM consisting of the
lines in CM ′ properly renamed to account for the deletion
of columns that transformedM into M ′, plus the columns of
M corresponding the the 1s inR. Then,CA is the result of
extendingCM and adding the first column ofA.

If the answer is “no”, repeat the same withS: let M ′ be
the result of subtracting fromM the rows corresponding to
the rows with 1s inS. Check whetherM ′ has a cover of size
lM − ΣS. If the answer is “yes” then build a cover forA as
in theR-case.

If the answer is “no”, then compute any minimal cover for
M , extend it toA, and add the first row and column ofA;
this results in a cover forA.

At the end, we apply the permutationsP,Q that converted
A to the diagonal form, to the finalC, and output that as the
minimal cover of the originalA. As was mentioned above, a
similar polytime recursive algorithm can compute a maximal
selection of 1s; we leave that to the reader.

V. RELATED THEOREMS

In this section we are going to prove that the various
reformulations of KMM, arising in graph theory and partial
orders, can be proven equivalent to KMM in low complexity
(LA), and therefore they also have feasible proofs. We state
this as the following theorem:

Theorem 9:The theory LA proves the equivalence of
KMM, Menger’s (restricted), Hall’s and Dilworth’s Theorems.

The proof of consists of Lemmas 11 and 13, showing the
equivalence of KMM and a restricted version of Menger’s
Theorem in Subsection A; Lemmas 15 and 16, showing the
equivalence of KMM and Hall’s Theorem in Subsection B;
Lemmas 17 and 18, showing the equivalence of KMM and
Dilworth’s Theorem in Subsection C. Each subsection starts
with a description of how to formalize the given Theorem,
followed by the two Lemmas giving the two directions of the
equivalence.

A. Menger’s Theorem

Given a graphG = (V,E), anx, y-path in G is a sequence
of distinct verticesv1, v2, . . . , vn such thatx = v1 and
y = vn and for all 1 ≤ i < n, (vi, vi+1) ∈ E. The vertices
{v2, . . . , vn−1} are calledinternal vertices; we say that two
x, y-paths areinternally disjoint if they do not have internal
vertices in common.

Given two distinct verticesx, y ∈ V , we say thatS ⊆ E
is an x, y-cut if there is no path fromx to y in the graph
G′ = (V,E−S). Let κ(x, y) represent the size of the smallest
x, y-cut, and letλ(x, y) represent the size of the largest set of
pairwise internally disjointx, y-paths.

Menger’s theorem states that for any graphG = (V,E), if
x, y ∈ V and(x, y) /∈ E, then the minimum size of anx, y-cut
equals the maximum number of pairwise internally disjoint
x, y-paths. That is,κ(x, y) = λ(x, y). For more details on
Menger’s Theorem turn to [11], [12], [13]. Menger’s Theorem

is of course the familiar Min-Cut Max-Flow Theorem where
all edges have capacity 1.

As was noted earlier, we do not show the equivalence
of KMM with the standard version of Menger’s Theorem,
but rather with arestricted version. Since this restriction is
important, we give it in a definition.

Definition 10: Given a graphG = (V,E), we say that a
pair of verticesx, y ∈ V is restricted if any x, y-path shares
edges with at most one otherx, y-path.

The intuition behind this definition is that given anx, y-
restricted pair, there is little “redundancy” in the paths between
x andy.

We now show how to state Menger’s theorem inLLA. We
start by defining theΣB

0 predicatePath(A, x, y, α), which
states thatα encodes the internal vertices of a path fromx
to y in A. We define Path by parts; first we state thatα has
at most one 1 in each row and column:

(∀l ≤ n− 2)[Σλij〈1, n− 2, α(l, j)〉 = 1

∧ Σλij〈n− 2, 1, α(i, l)〉 = 1]
(8)

Then we say that if thel-th node isp and l+ 1-th node isq,
then there is an edge betweenp andq:

(∀l, p, q ≤ n− 3)

(α(l, p) = 1 ∧ α(l + 1, q) = 1) → A(p, q) = 1
(9)

Note that in general different paths are of different lengths;
this can be dealt with in a number of ways: for example, by
paddingα with repetitions of the last row (so that eachα has
exactlyn− 2 rows). We assume that this is what we do, and
the reader can check thatLLA can express this easily.

If i is the first intermediate node then(x, i) ∈ E, and if i
is the last intermediate node then(i, y) ∈ E:

α(1, i) = 1 → A(x, i) = 1

∧ α(n− 2, i) = 1 → A(i, y) = 1
(10)

Putting it all together, theΣB
0 formula expressing Path is

given by the conjunction ofA(x, y) = 0 together with the
above properties, i.e.,

Path(A, x, y, α) := (8) ∧ (9) ∧ (10) ∧ A(x, y) = 0. (11)

Finally, we state that two pathsα, α′ are internally disjoint:

Disjoint(A, x, y, α, α′) :=

Path(A, x, y, α) ∧ Path(A, x, y, α′)

∧ (∀i ≤ n− 2∀j ≤ n− 2)(α(i, j) · α′(i, j) = 0)

(12)

We leave stating thatx, y is a restricted pair to the reader.
We must be able to talk about a collection of paths; the 0-1

matrix β will encode a collection of pathsα1, α2, . . . , αλ:

β = β[1] = α1 β[2] = α2 . . . β[λ] = αλ (13)

so thatβ is a matrix of size(n− 2)×λ(n− 2). Eachβ[i] can
be defined thus:

β[i] := λpq〈n− 2, n− 2, β(p, (i− 1)(n− 2) + q)〉.



We are interested in pairwise disjoint collections of paths:

CollectDisj(A, x, y, β, λ) :=

∀i ≤ λ Path(A, x, y, β[i]) ∧

(∀i 6= j ≤ λ) Disjoint(A, x, y, β[i], β[j])

(14)

The following formula expressesλ(x, y) for a givenA; note
that it is aΠB

2 formula:

MaxDisj(A, x, y, λ) :=

(∃β ≤ (n− 2)λ) CollectDisj(A, x, y, β, λ) ∧

(∀α ≤ n− 2)(Path(A, x, y, α) → ∃i ≤ λ α = β[i])

(15)

Likewise, we need to formalizeκ(x, y); we start with a 0-1
matrix γ expressing a cut inA:

Cut(A, γ) :=

(∀i ≤ n− 2)(∀j ≤ n− 2)(γ(i, j) = 1 → A(i, j) = 1)
(16)

which says that every edge ofγ is an edge ofA, and it defines
the cut implicitly as the set of edges inA but no inγ. Now,
the following ΣB

2 formula expresses that there is anx, y-cut
of sizeκ in A:

CutSize(A, x, y, κ) :=

∃γ ≤ (n− 2)Cut(A, γ) ∧ Σγ = κ ∧ (∀α ≤ n− 2)

¬Path(λpq〈n− 2, n− 2, A(p, q)− γ(p, q)〉, x, y, α),

(17)

and the minimum number of edges in anx, y-cut can be
expressed with a formula that is a conjunction of aΣB

2 formula
with a ΠB

2 formula, yielding therefore a formula inΣB
3 ∩ΠB

3 :

MinCut(A, x, y, κ) :=

CutSize(A, x, y, κ) ∧ ¬CutSize(A, x, y, κ− 1)
(18)

Putting it all together, we can state Menger’s theorem inLLA

with a ΣB
3 ∩ ΠB

3 formula as follows:

Menger(A) :=

MaxDisj(A, x, y, λ) ∧MinCut(A, x, y, κ) → λ = κ
(19)

(Note that if a formula is inΣB
3 ∩ΠB

3 , then its negation is still
in ΣB

3 ∩ ΠB
3 .)

Let Menger′ be the restricted version of Menger’s Theorem,
i.e., one wherex, y is a restricted pair, as in Definition 10. We
can now state the main result of this section.

Lemma 11:LA ∪Menger′ ⊢ KMM.
Proof: Note that the implication resembles the statement

of KMM, but the difference is that in KMM the antecedent
is a conjunction of twoΠB

1 formulas (and hence it is aΠB
1

formula), whereas in Menger’s theorem, the antecedent is a
ΣB

3 ∩ΠB
3 formula.

Suppose that we haveMinCover(A,α)∧MaxSelect(A, β),
the antecedent of KMM (see 5). Using Menger’s theorem
(see 19) we want to conclude thatΣα = Σβ. We do so by
restating “covers and selections” ofA as “cuts and paths” of a
related matrixA′ defined as:A′ is a 0-1 matrix of size|A|+1,
with entries:

A′(i, j) =











A(i, j) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |A|

1 one of{i, j} equals|A|+ 1

0 both of {i, j} equal|A|+ 1

Note thatA′ can be stated succinctly as a term ofLLA:

A′ := λij〈r(A) + 1, c(A) + 1,

cond(1 ≤ i, j ≤ |A|, A(i, j), cond(i = j = |A|+ 1, 0, 1))〉

The point is that when we viewA as representing a bipartite
graph (with rows representingV1 and columns representing
V2 and A(i, j) = 1 iff there is an edge(i, j) ∈ V1 × V2),
thenA′ represents a graph where two more vertices are added
(x = |A| + 1 and y = |A| + 1, the first row and column of
A, resp.) andx is connected to every vertex inV2 and y is
connected to every vertex inV1, andx, y are not connected to
any other vertices.

Also, a maximal selection inA corresponds to a maximal
matching in the related graph, and a minimal cover inA
corresponds to a minimal cover in the related graph (recall
that a cover in a graph is a subset of vertices so that every
edge has at least one end-point in this subset). Furthermore,
a maximal matching in the graph related toA corresponds
to a maximal subset of internally disjoint paths in the graph
related toA′; similarly, a minimal cover in the graph related
to A corresponds to a minimal cut in the graph related toA′.

Finally, let:

A′′ =

[

0 A′

(A′)T 0

]

,

that is,A′′ is the adjacency matrix of the graph related toA′

viewed as a normal graph (i.e., not bipartite).
Claim 12: LA proves the following:

• MinCover(A,α) ↔ MinCut(A′′, x, y,Σα)
• MaxSelect(A, β) ↔ MaxDisj(A′′, x, y,Σβ)

The proof of Claim 12 does not require induction and we
leave it to the reader. By Menger’s Theorem it follows directly
thatΣα = Σβ which also finishes the proof of KMM.

It is easy to check thatx, y is a restricted pair (Definition 10)
in the graph related toA′′.

Lemma 13:LA ∪KMM ⊢ Menger′.
Proof: Suppose that we haveMaxDisj(A, x, y, λ) and

MinCut(A, x, y, κ); these two formulas assert the existence
of β, a collection ofλ many pairwise disjointx, y-paths, and
γ, an x, y-cut of sizeκ. (The constructions ofβ andγ have
been shown earlier in this section.) We assume thatx, y is a
restricted pair of vertices, as in Definition 10.

Each path inβ must have at least one edge in the cutγ and
no edge ofγ can be in more than one path inβ, henceλ ≤ κ.
The proof of this is identical to the proof of Claim 6.

Thus, it remains to show, using KMM, thatλ ≥ κ. To
this end we proceed as follows: we construct a new matrix
A′, such that each row ofA′ corresponds to one of the paths
in β. Note that since the paths inβ are disjoint, the number
of rows of A′ is polynomial in the size ofA; this is a key
observation — there can be at most linearly many (in the
number of vertices) disjoint paths in a given graph. On the
other hand, the columns ofA′ correspond to the edges inγ,
again bounded by a polynomial in the size ofA, as there are
at most|A|2 edges in the graph. We haveA′(i, j) = 1 ⇐⇒
edgej is in the pathi.



Note thatβ andγ are built independently; the only assertion
we make about their relationship is that they are of the same
size, i.e.,λ = κ. In the next Claim we show how we can
modify β andγ (using an algorithm provably correct inLA)
in order to obtain anA′ to which we can apply KMM.

Claim 14: We can modify β and γ, with a procedure
provably correct inLA, so that each row and column ofA′

contains exactly one 1.
Before we prove Claim 14 we show how we use it to show

that λ ≥ κ: if each row and column ofA′ has exactly one 1,
thenκ = oA′ , and by KMM, oA′ = lA′ ≤ r(A′) = λ.

We now prove Claim 14. First observe that no matter what
β andγ we pick, each column ofA′ has at most one 1, and
each row ofA′ has at least one 1. The reason is that the paths
in β are pairwise disjoint — hence they never share an edge.
If a row of A′ contains no 1s, then we have anx, y-path, and
γ is not anx, y-cut.

Suppose there is a column without a 1. Then there is an
edgee ∈ γ that does not belong to any path inβ; if e were
unnecessary, we could lowerκ, and get a contradiction (with
the minimality ofκ). Thus,e cuts somex, y-pathρ not in β;
by the maximality ofβ, ρ shares an edgee′ with some path
ρ′ which is inβ. If e′ is in the cutγ, thene is not needed —
contradiction again. Soe′ is not in γ; exchangee and e′ in
order to obtain a newγ. Here is were we use the restriction
on the graphs, i.e., we know thate is not shared by any other
paths, asρ shares its edge withρ′. We leave showing that each
row has at most one 1 to the reader.

B. Hall’s Theorem

Let S1, S2, . . . , Sn be n subsets of a given setM . Let D
be a set ofn elements ofM , D = {a1, a2, . . . , an}, such that
ai ∈ Si for eachi = 1, 2, . . . , n. ThenD is said to be asystem
of distinct representative(SDR) for the subsetsS1, S2, . . . , Sn.

If the subsetsS1, S2, . . . , Sn have an SDR, then anyk of
the sets must contain between them at leastk elements. The
converse proposition is the combinatorial theorem of P. Hall:
suppose that for anyk = 1, 2, . . . , n, anySi1 ∪Si2 ∪ · · · ∪Sik

contains at leastk elements ofM ; we call this theunion prop-
erty. Then there exists an SDR for these subsets. (See [14],
[15], [16] for more on Hall’s theorem.)

We formalize Hall’s theorem inLLA with an adjacency
matrix A such that the rows ofA represent the setsSi, and
the columns ofA represent the indices of the elements inM ,
i.e., the columns are labeled with[n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and
A(i, j) = 1 ⇐⇒ j ∈ Si. Let SDR(A) be the following
ΣB

1 formula which states thatA has a system of distinct
representatives:

SDR(A) := (∃P ≤ n)(∀i ≤ n)(AP )ii = 1 (20)

We reserve the lettersP,Q for permutation matrices, and
(∃P ≤ n)φ abbreviates(∃P )[Perm(P ) ∧ |P | ≤ n ∧ φ]
(similarly for (∀P ≤ n)φ, but with an implication instead of
a conjunction), wherePerm is aΣB

0 predicate stating thatP
is a permutation matrix (a unique 1 in each row and column).
See [8] for more details about handling permutation matrices.

The next predicate is aΠB
2 formula stating the union

property:

UnionProp(A) :=

∀P ≤ n∀k ≤ n∃Q ≤ n

[∀i ≤ k(λpq〈k, 1, (PAQ)pi〉 6= λpq〈k, 1, 0〉)]

(21)

Therefore, we can state Hall’s theorem as aΣB
2 formula:

Hall(A) := UnionProp(A) → SDR(A) (22)

Lemma 15:LA ∪KMM ⊢ Hall.
Proof: Let A be a 0-1 sets/elements incidence matrix of

sizen× n. Assume that we haveUnionProp(A); our goal is
to show inLA, using KMM, thatSDR(A) holds.

Since by Claim 4, every matrix can be put in a diagonal
form, using the fact that we haveUnionProp(A), it follows
that we can findP,Q ≤ n such that∀k ≤ n(PAQ)kk = 1.
Thus we needn lines to cover all the 1s, but byKMM there
exists a selection ofn 1s no two on the same line, hence,A
is of term rankn.

But this means that the maximal selection of 1s, no two on
the same line, constitutes a permutation matrixP (sinceA is
n×n, and we haven 1s, no two on the same line). Note that
APT has all ones on the diagonal, and this in turn implies
SDR(A).

Lemma 16:LA ∪Hall ⊢ KMM.
Proof: Suppose that we haveMinCover(A,α) and

MaxSelect(A, β); we want to conclude thatΣα = Σβ using
Hall’s Theorem.

As usual, letlA = Σα and oA = Σβ, and by Claim 6 we
already have thatLA ⊢ oA ≤ lA (see Section II). We now
show inLA that oA ≥ lA using Hall’s Theorem.

Suppose that the minimum number of lines that cover all the
1s ofA consists ofe rows andf columns, so thatlA = e+f .
Both lA andoA are invariant under permutations of the rows
and the columns ofA (Lemma 2), and so we reorder the rows
and columns ofA so that thesee rows andf columns are the
initial rows and columns ofA′,

A′ =

[

A1 A2

A3 A4

]

,

whereA1 is of sizee× f . Now, we shall work with the term
rank of A2 and A3 in order to show thatoA ≥ lA. More
precisely, we will show that the maximum number of 1s, no
two on the same line, inA2 is e, while in A3 it is f .

Let us considerA2 as an incidence matrix for subsets
S1, S2, . . . , Se of a universe of size|A| − f , andAt

3 (which
is the transpose ofA3) as an incidence matrix for subsets
S′

1, S
′

2, . . . , S
′

f of a universe of size|A| − e. It is not difficult
to prove thatUnionProp(A2) andUnionProp(At

3) holds (and
can be proven inLA; this is left to the reader), which in turn
implies SDR(A2) and SDR(At

3), resp., by Hall’s Theorem.
But the system of distinct representative ofA2 (resp.At

3)
implies that oA2

≥ e (resp. oAt

3
= oA3

≥ f ), and since
oA ≥ oA2

+ oA3
, this yields thatoA ≥ e+ f = lA.



C. Dilworth’s Theorem

Let P be afinite partially ordered setor poset(we use a
“script P” in order to distinguish it from permutation matrices,
denoted withP ). We say thata, b ∈ P are comparable
elementsif either a < b or b < a. A subsetC of P is a
chain if any two distinct elements ofC are comparable. A
subsetS of P is ananti-chain(also called anindependent set)
if no two elements ofS are comparable.

We want to partition a poset into chains; a poset with an
anti-chain of sizek cannot be partitioned into fewer thank
chains, because any two elements of the anti-chain must be
in a different partition. Dilworth’s Theorem states that the
maximum size of an anti-chain equals the minimum number of
chains needed to partitionP. (For more on Dilworth’s Theorem
see [17], [18]).

In order to formalize Dilworth’s theorem inLLA, we
represent finite posetsP = (X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, <) with an
incidence matrixA = AP of size |X | × |X |, which expresses
the relation< as follows:A(i, j) = 1 ⇐⇒ xi < xj . For
more material regarding formalizing posets see [19].

We let a1× n matrix α encode a chain as follows:

Chain(A,α) := (∀i 6= j ≤ n)

[α(i) = α(j) = 1 → A(i, j) = 1 ∨ A(j, i) = 1].
(23)

In a similar fashion to (23) we define an anti-chainγ; the only
difference is that the succedent of the implication expresses the
opposite:A(i, j) = 0 ∧ A(j, i) = 0.

Recall that using (13) we were able to talk about a collection
of paths; in a similar vain, we can useLLA to talk about
a collection of chains ofP: β is an 1 × κ · n matrix which
encodes the contents ofκ many chains. We can then talk about
a minimal collection of chains, or a maximal size of an anti-
chain in the usual fashion. Since we have done this already
for collections of paths, we omit the details in the interestof
space. The reader is encouraged to fill in the details.

We can state Dilworth’s Theorem as follows:

Dilworth(A) := (∃β ≤ |A|2)(∃γ ≤ |A|)

MinChain(A, β, κ) ∧MaxAntiChain(A, γ, λ) → λ = κ
(24)

where the predicateMinChain(A, β, κ) asserts thatβ is a
collection ofκ many chains that partition the poset, and the
predicateMaxAntiChain(A, γ, λ) asserts thatγ is an anti-
chain consisting ofλ elements. Again, the details of theLLA

definitions can be provided by the reader, in light of the
definitions given in Section V-A.

Lemma 17:LA ∪KMM ⊢ Dilworth
Proof: Suppose that we haveMinChain(A, β, κ) and

MaxAntiChain(A, γ, λ); we want to useLA reasoning and
KMM in order to show thatλ = κ.

As usual we define a matrixA′ whose rows are labeled
by the chains inβ, and whose columns are labeled by the
elements of the poset. As there cannot be more chains than
elements in the poset, it follows that the number of rows
of A′ is bounded by|A| (while the number of columns is

exactly |A|). The proof of this is similar to the proof of
Claim 6.

We have thatA′(i, j) = 1 ⇐⇒ chaini contains elementj.
Clearly each column contains at least one 1, asβ is a partition
of the poset. On the other hand, rows may contain more than
one 1, as in general chains may have more than one element.

Note that a maximal selection of 1s, no two of them on the
same line, corresponds naturally to a maximal anti-chain; such
a selection picks one 1 from each line, and so its size is the
number of rows ofA′. By KMM, it follows that

λ = oA′ = lA′ = r(A′) = κ,

wherer(A′) is the number of rows ofA′.
Lemma 18:LA ∪Dilworth ⊢ KMM

Proof: It is in fact easier to show that thatLA ∪
Dilworth ⊢ Hall, and since by Lemma 16 we have that
LA ∪ Hall ⊢ KMM, we will be done.

In order to prove Hall using Dilworth andLA reasoning, we
assume that we haveA, a 0-1 sets/elements incidence matrix
of sizen×n. Assume that we haveUnionProp(A); our goal
is to show inLA, using Dilworth, thatSDR(A) holds.

Let S1, S2, . . . , Sn be subsets of{x1, x2, . . . , xn} where
n = |A|. We define a partial orderP based onA; the universe
of P is X = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn}. The relation
<P is defined as follows:xi <P Sj ⇐⇒ A(i, j) = 1.

Claim 19: The maximum size of an anti-chain inP is n.
Proof: The {x1, . . . , xn} form an anti-chain of lengthn,

and we cannot add any of theSj , as somexi ∈ Sj , and hence
xi <P Sj .

By Dilworth we can partitionP into n chains, where each
of the chains has two elements{xi, Sj}, giving us the set of
distinct representatives, and henceSDR(A).

VI. FUTURE WORK

The main open question is the following: is KMM equiv-
alent (inLA) to the generalversion of Menger’s Theorem?
That is, can we lift the restriction thatx, y is a restricted pair of
vertices (Definition 10). There are many proofs of the general
version of Menger’s theorem — for example [12] is clearly
formalizable in∃LA. But it would be very interesting to know
whether the general version of Menger’s Theorem is equivalent
to KMM in low complexity.

Now that we know that∃LA ⊢ KMM (Theorem 1) and that
KMM is equivalent to a host of other combinatorial theorems
— and this equivalence can be shown in the weak theoryLA

(Theorem 9) — it would be interesting to know whether it is
also the case that:

• LA ∪KMM ⊢ PHP
• LA ∪ PHP⊢ KMM

that is, whetherLA can prove the equivalence of KMM and
the pigeonhole principle. We conjecture that the first assertion
is true, and that it should not be too difficult to show it. The
second assertion is probably not true. Note that in the proof
of Claim 6 we implicitly show a certain weaker kind of the
PHP in LA: we showed that if we have a set ofn items
{i1, i2, . . . , in} and a second set ofm items{j1, j2, . . . , jm},



and we can match eachip with somejq, and this matching
is both definable inLA and its injectivity is provable inLA,
thenn ≤ m. We did this by defining an incidence matrixA
such thatA(p, q) = 1 ⇐⇒ ip 7→ jq. If this mapping is
injective, then each column ofA has at most one 1; thus:

n ≤ ΣA = Σi(col i of A) ≤ Σi1 ≤ m.

Also, we would like to know whetherLA∪KMM can prove
hard matrix identities, such asAB = I → BA = I. Of course,
we already know from [4] that (non-uniform)NC2 Frege is
sufficient to proveAB = I → BA = I. On the other hand,
is it possible thatLA together withAB = I → BA = I can
prove KMM? This would imply thatAB = I → BA = I is
“complete” for combinatorial matrix algebra, in the sense that
all of combinatorial matrix algebra follows from this principle
with proofs of low complexity.

Furthermore, given two 0-1 matricesA,B, what can we
say aboutlAB and oAB? From Claim 2 we know that if
B is a permutation matrix, thenlAB = lA and oAB = oA
(and similarly, if A is a permutation matrix); but what can
be said in general? Of course, the understanding here is that
multiplication is over the field{0, 1}.

VII. A PPENDIX — LA

The logical theoryLA is strong enough to prove all the
ring properties of matrices such asA(BC) = (AB)C and
A + B = B + A, but weak enough so that the theorems of
LA translate into propositional tautologies with short Frege
proofs.LA has three sorts of object:indices(i.e., natural num-
bers), ring elements, and matrices, where the corresponding
variables are denotedi, j, k, . . .; a, b, c, . . .; andA,B,C, . . .,
respectively. The semantic assumes that objects of type ring
are from a fixed but arbitrary ring (for the purpose of this
paper we are only interested in the ringZ), and objects of
type matrix have entries from that ring.

Terms and formulas are built from the following function
and predicate symbols, which together comprise the language
LLA:

0index, 1index,+index, ∗index,−index,div,rem,

0ring, 1ring,+ring, ∗ring,−ring,
−1,r,c,e,Σ,

≤index,=index,=ring,=matrix, condindex, condring

(25)

The intended meaning should be clear, except in the case of
−index, cut-off subtraction, defined asi− j = 0 if i < j. For a
matrix A: r(A),c(A) are the numbers of rows and columns
in A, e(A, i, j) is the ring elementAij (whereAij = 0 if
i = 0 or j = 0 or i > r(A) or j > c(A)), Σ(A) is the sum
of the elements inA. Also cond(α, t1, t2) is interpretedif α
then t1 else t2, whereα is a formula all of whose atomic
sub-formulas have the formm ≤ n or m = n, wherem,n
are terms of type index, andt1, t2 are terms either both of
type index or both of type ring. The subscriptsindex, ring, and
matrix are usually omitted, since they ought to be clear from
the context.

We usen,m for terms of type index,t, u for terms of type
ring, andT, U for terms of type matrix. Terms of all three

types are constructed from variables and the symbols above
in the usual way, except that terms of type matrix are either
variablesA,B,C, ... or λ-termsλij〈m,n, t〉. Herei andj are
variables of type index bound by theλ operator, intended to
range over the rows and columns of the matrix. Alsom,n
are terms of type indexnot containingi, j (representing the
numbers of rows and columns of the matrix) andt is a term of
type ring (representing the matrix element in position(i, j)).

Atomic formulas are of the formm ≤ n,m = n, t = u
andT = U , where the three occurrences of = formally have
subscriptsindex,ring ,matrix, respectively. General formulas are
built from atomic formulas using the propositional connectives
¬,∨,∧ and quantifiers∀, ∃.

A. Axioms and rules ofLA

For each axiom listed below, every legal substitution of
terms for free variables is an axiom ofLA. Note that in a
λ term λij〈m,n, t〉 the variablesi, j are bound. Substitution
instances must respect the usual rules which prevent free
variables from being caught by the binding operatorλij. The
bound variablesi, j may be renamed to any new distinct pair
of variables.

1) Equality Axioms:These are the usual equality axioms,
generalized to apply to the three-sorted theoryLA. Here = can
be any of the three equality symbols,x, y, z are variables of
any of the three sorts (as long as the formulas are syntactically
correct). In A4, the symbolf can be any of the non-constant
function symbols ofLA. However A5 applies only to≤, since
this in the only predicate symbol ofLA other than =.

A1 x = x
A2 x = y → y = x
A3 (x = y ∧ y = z) → x = z
A4 x1 = y1, ..., xn = yn → fx1...xn = fy1...yn
A5 i1 = j1, i2 = j2, i1 ≤ i2 → j1 ≤ j2

2) Axioms for indices:These are the axioms that govern
the behavior of index elements. The index elements are used
to access the entries of matrices, and so we need to define
some basic number theoretic operations.

A6 i+ 1 6= 0
A7 i ∗ (j + 1) = (i ∗ j) + i
A8 i+ 1 = j + 1 → i = j
A9 i ≤ i + j
A10 i+ 0 = i
A11 i ≤ j ∧ j ≤ i
A12 i+ (j + 1) = (i + j) + 1
A13 [i ≤ j ∧ j ≤ i] → i = j
A14 i ∗ 0 = 0
A15 [i ≤ j ∧ i+ k = j] → j − i = k
A16 ¬(i ≤ j) → j − i = 0
A17 [α → cond(α, i, j) = i] ∧ [¬α → cond(α, i, j) = j]

3) Axioms for a ring:These are the axioms that govern the
behavior for ring elements; addition and multiplication, as well
as additive inverses. We do not need multiplicative inverses.

A18 0 6= 1 ∧ a+ 0 = a



A19 a+ (−a) = 0
A20 1 ∗ a = a
A21 a+ b = b+ a
A22 a ∗ b = b ∗ a
A23 a+ (b + c) = (a+ b) + c
A24 a ∗ (b ∗ c) = (a ∗ b) ∗ c
A25 a ∗ (b + c) = a ∗ b+ a ∗ c
A26 [α → cond(α, a, b) = a] ∧ [¬α → cond(α, a, b) = b]

4) Axioms for matrices:Axiom A27 states thate(A, i, j)
is zero wheni, j are outside the size ofA. Axiom A28 defines
the behavior of constructed matrices. Axioms A29-A32 define
the functionΣ recursively by first defining it for row vectors,
then column vectors (At := λij〈c(A),r(A), Aji〉), and then
in general using the decomposition (26). Finally, axiom A33
takes care of empty matrices.

A27 (i = 0 ∨ r(A) < i ∨ j = 0 ∨ c(A) < j) →
→ e(A, i, j) = 0

A28 r(λij〈m,n, t〉) = m ∧ c(λij〈m,n, t〉) = n∧
[1 ≤ i ∧ i ≤ m ∧ 1 ≤ j ∧ j ≤ n] →
→ e(λij〈m,n, t〉, i, j) = t

A29 r(A) = 1,c(A) = 1 → Σ(A) = e(A, 1, 1)
A30 r(A) = 1 ∧ 1 < c(A) → Σ(A) =

= Σ(λij〈1,c(A) − 1, Aij〉) +A1c(A)

A31 c(A) = 1 → Σ(A) = Σ(At)
A32 1 < r(A) ∧ 1 < c(A) → Σ(A) =

= e(A, 1, 1) + Σ(R(A)) + Σ(S(A)) + Σ(M(A))
A33 r(A) = 0 ∨ c(A) = 0 → ΣA = 0

Where

R(A) := λij〈1,c(A) − 1,e(A, 1, i+ 1)〉,

S(A) := λij〈r(A)− 1, 1,e(A, i+ 1, 1)〉,

M(A) := λij〈r(A)− 1,c(A) − 1,e(A, i+ 1, j + 1)〉.

(26)

5) Rules forLA: In addition to all the axioms just pre-
sented,LA has two rules: matrix equality and induction.

Matrix equality rule
From the premises:e(T, i, j) = e(U, i, j), r(T ) = r(U)

andc(T ) = c(U), we concludeT = U .
The only restriction is that the variablesi, j may not occur

free in T = U ; other than that,T and U can be arbitrary
matrix terms. Our semantics implies thati andj are implicitly
universally quantified in the top formula. The rule allows us
to concludeT = U , provided thatT and U have the same
numbers of rows and columns, and corresponding entries are
equal.

Induction rule α(i) → α(i + 1) impliesα(0) → α(n).
Hereα(i) is any formula,n is any term of type index, and

α(n) indicatesn is substituted for free occurrences ofi in
α(i). (Similarly for α(0).) Note that inLA we only allow
induction overΣB

0 formulas (no matrix quantifiers), whereas
in ∃LA we allow induction overΣB

1 formulas (a single block

of bounded existential matrix quantifiers whenα is put in
prenex form). This completes the description ofLA. We
finish this section by observing the substitution property in the
lemma below. We say that a formulaS′ of LA is asubstitution
instanceof a formulaS of LA provided thatS′ results by
substituting terms for free variables ofS. Of course each term
must have the same sort as the variable it replaces, and bound
variables must be renamed as appropriate.

Lemma 20:Every substitution instance of a theorem ofLA

is a theorem ofLA.
This follows by straightforward induction onLA proofs.

The base case follows from the fact that every substitution
instance of anLA axiom is anLA axiom.
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